
Job description: UI/UX Design Lead
Location: US, UK, Europe - fully remote

Anchore Enterprise is an on-premises (on-prem) web application designed for assessing and
reporting vulnerabilities and policy-based findings in containerized deployments. While it can be
hosted on the web, operational responsibility rests with the end user. Our customers typically
host the product internally on platforms such as AWS EKS and ECS, along with other cloud
platforms. Anchore facilitates cloud-based usage by providing Helm charts and other essential
infrastructure.

Anchore Enterprise is a sophisticated distributed system application that scales significantly for
our major Fortune 500 and public sector customers, conducting thousands of vulnerability scans
daily. Note that the product is not a SaaS offering.

What You Can Expect To Be Doing:

● Developing exceptional UI/UX experiences and visualizations for new features in the
Anchore Enterprise product, including the ability to prototype, wireframe, and collaborate
with end users.

● Developing and maintaining a cohesive and consistent vision for the user interface
experience.

● Collaborating effectively with engineers developing the UI to understand the possibilities
within the current software infrastructure.

● Proficiency in UI implementation is a plus.
● Prior strong relationships with implementers are advantageous.
● This role may be part-time (consultant) initially, with the possibility of transitioning to

full-time focus and then sustaining the role ongoing.

What You Can Expect To Be Doing:

● Developing, supporting, and executing a vision for the Anchore Enterprise UI,
collaborating closely with the UI manager, VP of product, other product leaders, VP of
engineering, and other relevant stakeholders.

● Acting as a strategic leader for multi-year UI roadmap execution, working with project
managers to deliver the roadmap.

● Collaborating with the UI Design Lead on the product vision.
● Leveraging leadership skills and cross-functional experience effectively.
● Collaborating closely with the UI manager to address UI implementation needs.
● Working with and supporting cross-functional teams beyond UI to ensure the product

has a strong UI interface and seamless backend integration.


